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The Artist
Yaeli Vogel

I know a painting is ready to face the world when I can feel it dancing. My
painting rules: Never look stark , Can’t look too messy , Needs something
poetic. I paint with movement and color because the world can always use
more. I aim for bright, happy and inspiring - to add vibrancy to life. With the
layers and depth in my paintings, I hope that people are inspired to look
deep into themselves and hear their own, unique voice. I hope people come
to understand that it’s never what’s on the surface that counts the most, but
what’s inside that matters. I hope that when one views my work they can
come to the realization, that on the inside, after delving deep, we are all so
similar, all parts of one whole. And to realize that as people, we must join
together, like the color spectrum—because it’s colors that blend when
stroked together that create masterpieces.

MEET THE FACE BEHIND THE ART

My favorite time to paint is at night, when the entire world seems still. I’ll whip
out my brushes paints, turn up the music and I am in my zone. As long as I
have a brush, paints, and some water I can pretty much paint anywhere. I
began painting in my children’s playroom, then shifted over to the laundry room,
then upgraded into the studio but realized I enjoy painting late at night which is
why painting at home is my ideal. We’ve now designated a room in our home
just for painting. When I enter this room, everything that’s on my mind fades
away, or fuels up the brush for the next stroke. Either way, it’s a place where I
find peace and meet my higher self. It’s a place where I observe and explore
humanity, simultaneously. It’s a place of safety and risk, pushing boundaries
that lead me into the unknown. Yet, every time I push forward, I discover the
richness that lies in our inner and outer worlds.

While creating, I make mistakes, lots of them. As a perfectionist, it used to annoy me and I would work on trying to
get my paintings exact and real. I was left with stark, lifeless paintings and a very frustrated artist. More mistakes
would happen and I’d try to fix them again. Until one time when I didn’t. I left it and went with it, and to my
surprise, the mistake gave the painting life; and a masterpiece emerged. That’s when I started purposely ‘messing
up’ my perfectly perfect paintings that I never really liked, and that was all it needed. I was content. I now see that
art is a mirror to life. One major similarity is the imperfections. As humans, we are all naturally perfectionists in our
own way and we really want things to always go our way. But…..they don’t. Up close, those instances can evoke so
much negativity from within, but when we stand back and look at that moment from a distance, oftentimes, we may
not see perfection, but we can recognize beauty. That’s life and that’s my art. I hope that these feelings of mine are
reflected through my paintings and deliver beauty and an understanding of what makes life truly beautiful too.
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513 Central Ave, Cedarhurst, NY 11516
(516) 758-3621
www.yaelivogel.com
info@yaelivogel.com
@yaelivogel

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1UEAD_enUS928US928&sxsrf=AOaemvI_NFSEcWJYjbJxjufTgp9kD5_Szw:1634239351730&q=Yaeli+Fine+Art+inc+Cedarhurst,+NY+11516&ludocid=10466849581098872412&lsig=AB86z5WooorLJBHto6PFZ_Z_7wg0&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjHm6aA0MrzAhWJZd8KHQRXBKoQoAJ6BAgYEAc&biw=2540&bih=1211&dpr=1.5#

